1965 mustang steel wheels

JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to
turn on Javascript in your browser. The Extended Wheel Protection applies to the original
purchaser and covers any wire, standard steel, Rocket Brand, or Corvette Knockoff wheel s
meeting the conditions set forth that becomes unserviceable or incurs damage due to an
impact, road debris, pothole or other damage caused by a road hazard and not listed under
exclusions. Product will be repaired or replaced at the discretion of Coker Tire with the same
product or in some cases a similar product, if the same product in not available. As part of this,
Coker Tire will pay FedEx ground charges to recover and replace wheel s. This service contract
is good for five 5 years from date of purchase. This is not a warranty. Coker Tire makes no
representations that your wheel cannot fail or become unserviceable. Extended Wheel
Protection Plan provides limited replacement of the wheel s. Coker Tire is not responsible for
mounting, balancing or any other incidental or consequential damages. Exclusions: Damage of
any kind caused by the following is not covered: fire, theft, vandalism, abuse, collision, claims
covered by insurance policy, defect of the vehicle, tire chains, misalignment, improper
installation or mounting, commercial use, normal aging or other non-road hazard sources.
Wheels used in any racing application or off-road use are excluded. Bill, The Mustang wheels
are currently only offered with the argent silver inserts. Caps and accessories are sold
separately, and listed with pricing on this page, under "Similar and Related items. An
assortment of tire sizes fit a 15x7 wheel. Items 1 to 3 of 20 total. Mustang Styled Steel Wheel See
Details. Extended Protection for Your Wheels. Coverage Explanation: The Extended Wheel
Protection applies to the original purchaser and covers any wire, standard steel, Rocket Brand,
or Corvette Knockoff wheel s meeting the conditions set forth that becomes unserviceable or
incurs damage due to an impact, road debris, pothole or other damage caused by a road hazard
and not listed under exclusions. Limitations of Liability: This is not a warranty. Add to Cart. The
Ford Styled Steel wheel will be a perfect fit for your , 66, or 67 mustang. Please note that we
offer specific wheels for , , and models. New reproduction Mustang wheels are a nice option
when restoring a classic pony car. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the beginning
of the images gallery. Please Note Coker Tire Company warrants chrome and finish wheels and
accessories to the original purchaser for a period of fifteen 15 months from the date of
purchase. Wheels that have been mounted, painted, or powder coated are considered used and
cannot be returned. Please test fit the wheels before you mount or paint them. Please see
specifications for Backspace and Bolt Pattern for each Part. Caps and Accessories are Sold
Separately. Check items to add to the cart or select all. Add to Compare. Enter your question
here. By Bill on February 16, Coker Tire Support on February 18, Was this helpful? Do the
wheels come with center caps or are those Xtra? If so how much By Brian on March 16, What
are the best tires for these rims? Coker Tire Support on August 09, Was this helpful? Page 7
Page Next. Show 3 all pages. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best
experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. The Extended Wheel
Protection applies to the original purchaser and covers any wire, standard steel, Rocket Brand,
or Corvette Knockoff wheel s meeting the conditions set forth that becomes unserviceable or
incurs damage due to an impact, road debris, pothole or other damage caused by a road hazard
and not listed under exclusions. Product will be repaired or replaced at the discretion of Coker
Tire with the same product or in some cases a similar product, if the same product in not
available. As part of this, Coker Tire will pay FedEx ground charges to recover and replace
wheel s. This service contract is good for five 5 years from date of purchase. This is not a
warranty. Coker Tire makes no representations that your wheel cannot fail or become
unserviceable. Extended Wheel Protection Plan provides limited replacement of the wheel s.
Coker Tire is not responsible for mounting, balancing or any other incidental or consequential
damages. Exclusions: Damage of any kind caused by the following is not covered: fire, theft,
vandalism, abuse, collision, claims covered by insurance policy, defect of the vehicle, tire
chains, misalignment, improper installation or mounting, commercial use, normal aging or other
non-road hazard sources. Wheels used in any racing application or off-road use are excluded.
See Details. Extended Protection for Your Wheels. Coverage Explanation: The Extended Wheel
Protection applies to the original purchaser and covers any wire, standard steel, Rocket Brand,
or Corvette Knockoff wheel s meeting the conditions set forth that becomes unserviceable or
incurs damage due to an impact, road debris, pothole or other damage caused by a road hazard
and not listed under exclusions. Limitations of Liability: This is not a warranty. Add to Cart. This
15x8 inch Ford Styled Steel wheel features the correct all chrome finish with painted windows
for direct fitment on all through Mustangs. The 15 inch sizing provides a great classic look,
while taking advantage of more tire options. Be sure to measure for proper tire and wheel
fitment, as these 15x8s are much larger than stock. New reproduction Mustang wheels are a
nice option when restoring a classic pony car. This Mustang Styled Steel wheels require no trim

ring as it's fully chrome plated. Made in the USA! Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to
the beginning of the images gallery. Please Note Coker Tire Company warrants chrome and
finish wheels and accessories to the original purchaser for a period of fifteen 15 months from
the date of purchase. Wheels that have been mounted, painted, or powder coated are
considered used and cannot be returned. Please test fit the wheels before you mount or paint
them. Please see specifications for Backspace and Bolt Pattern for each Part. Caps and
Accessories are Sold Separately. Check items to add to the cart or select all. Add to Compare.
Enter your question here. Skip to main content. Include description. Mustang 3 Items 3. Scott 1
Items 1. Scott Drake Mustang Parts 3 Items 3. Titan 1 Items 1. Not Specified 7 Items 7. No
Warranty 1 Items 1. Unspecified Length 2 Items 2. Not Specified 6 Items 6. New 20 Items Used 1
Items 1. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item
Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free
In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized
Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery View
Customize. Not finding what you're looking for? Save 65 mustang styled steel wheels to get
e-mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed. Find the right parts for your Mustang. Enter Make
Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Last one. Almost gone. Results matching
fewer words. Free returns. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in currency
other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon
Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal
Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be
slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. Please expect
shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support.
Classic Industries offers a wide selection of Wheels for your Ford Mustang. Product VN View
Product Details. Product MW This classic design Torq-Thrust D Alloy wheel from American
Racing Wheels, burst on the scene way back in and became the most famous custom wheel of
all time. The one-piece, 5-spoke design is a timeless classic. Get a Product B. Since its creation
by Roy Richter in the s, its iconic style revolutionized the wheel industry. These unique,
timeless wheels Offered by a number of car lines, the Magnum is one of the all time favorite
OEM style wheels in the muscle car world. Product This wheel is now back in vogue with
muscle car enthusiasts who prefer a custom look, Product E. Similar to the reproduction style
chrome lug nut, this replacement style nut is cosmetically similar looking but more economical.
Includes a 5 piece set for Product OER You can proudley display any wheel this sturdy tire rack.
Manufactured with a bright chrome finish, each rack will hold a total of 3 wheels. Place it in plain
sight to enhance your products. Great for any garage and allows This "Magnum " style
replacement wheel features a chrome plated face with black painted slots and The Ford Style
Rally Steel wheel offers classic Mustang owners a beautiful wheel that features a brilliant show
chrome finish center with painted windows. Product A5. Sold individually. Beautiful all-chrome
with Bronze gold painted center reproduction of the original Rally Wheel in a slightly larger 15"
x 8" size. All-chrome style does not require a trim ring. Wheel does not include Product A1. Sold
Individually. Wheel does not include center Product A3. Beautiful all-chrome with Bronze Gold
painted center reproduction of the original Rally Wheel in a slightly larger 15" x 7" size. The
wheel does not include Product A. This Mustang Rally wheel features brilliant chrome plating
with bronze gold painted wheel center detailing. This 14" x 5" size is the original size available
for the Mustang. Does not include center caps or lug Product A2. Beautiful all-chrome with
Bronze Gold painted center reproduction of the original Rally Wheel in a slightly larger 14" x 7"
size. The Mustang Rally wheel features brilliant chrome plating with a charcoal painted wheel
center detailing. Kit includes:4 - 14" x 5" Rally Wheels Product A1C. Rally wheels are a popular,
original style optional wheel for your classic Mustang. Besides the original size and style Rally
wheels, we also offer custom sizes with fully Product AC. The Mustang Rally wheel features
brilliant chrome plating with charcoal gold painted wheel center detailing. This 14" x 5" size is
the original size for the Mustang. Does not include center caps or lug nuts. Product LW8. This
officially licensed center cap is a concours reproduction of the original caps that came on
Shelby GT 5-spoke wheels. They feature a Product LW The new GT5 is a 15" x 7" one piece cast
aluminum alloy This set includes four 14" x 5" wheels only. Product A3C. Beautiful all-chrome
with Charcoal painted center reproduction of the original Rally Wheel in a slightly larger 15" x 7"
size. Product A5C. Beautiful chrome wheel with charcoal painted center. An excellent
reproduction of the original Ford Rally Wheel in a slightly larger 15" x 8" size. Product LW9.
Inspired by the timeless look of the original styled steel wheel? With a bold 5 spoke
composition, precision machined details and a Product LW6. Inspired by the timeless classic
look of the original styled steel wheel - this fresh cast aluminum design establishes the new
standard of classic Mustang styling. With strong 5 spoke styling, precision machined details

and a Product LW7. Product A2C. Beautiful all-chrome with Charcoal painted center
reproduction of the original Rally Wheel in a slightly larger 14" x 7" size. Product LW1. Product
LW4. Reproduction of the original Mustang wheel center cap for use on GT Legendary wheels.
Manufactured in zinc die-cast metal with highly polished chrome for an exceptional appearance.
Includes an a special Reproduction of the original wheel center cap for use on Magnum
Legendary wheels. Includes a special installation Product LW2. Product D. This 4 - lug wheel
has a 4x4. Fits - six cylinder Mustang. Product LW3. Chrome lug nuts specifically designed for
Legendary Alloy Wheels. Features correct threads and installs same as original. Includes a set
of 4 lug nuts Includes a set of 5 lug nuts Product J. This chrome lug nut has been authentically
reproduced to match the early Rally Wheel chrome lug nut. It features a sharp edge on the cap.
Sold in sets of 20 lug nuts; enough for all four Product F. Reproduction style lug nuts that
replace the original steel, open-end nut installed on all factory steel wheels. Includes a set of 5
lug nuts. Enough lug nuts for Product G. Includes a set of 20 lug nuts. Applications Product H.
This chrome lug nut has been authentically reproduced to match the early Rally Wheel style
chrome lug nut. Sold in sets of 5 for one wheel. Update your Mustang appearance and
performance, while maintaining an original look. This iconic Magnum Wheel is produced as a 1
piece version of the classic rim, but uses alloy. The wheel is lighter, stronger and easier Product
JD3A. This 17x8 magnum wheel is produced as a 1 piece version of the classic rim, but uses a
polished alloy. The wheel is beautifully chromes, Inspired by the timeless classic look of the
original styled steel wheel - this fresh cast aluminum wheel design establishes the new
standard of classic Mustang styling. This 4-Lug Kit includes 16 chrome lug nuts and 4 chrome
valve stems for installation of Legendary 4-lug alloy wheels. Product RVP. This Classic wheel
from Rev Wheels gives you a classic "In The Day" look using today's modern manufacturing,
machining and materials. Product R8. The brightly polished finish is manufactured to suit your
Mustang's needs. Each wheel weighs 23 lbs. Wheels sold individually, with wheel center. Lug
nuts are Product TA The Superlite wheel puts you back in the day of the Trans Am era pony car
racing! These wheels are currently used in the Australian Trans Am Series and have shown not
only their beauty but their strength and durability. Product RVC. The Legendary Magnum alloy
wheel is the ultimate expression of the nostalgic muscle car attitude. This iconic design is
enhanced with precision aluminum alloy construction and CNC machined details for a show
winning look Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select
Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Wheel Display Storage Rack Chrome. General
Information. If you continue to have problems with this form, please contact us during normal
business hours. Smart Search. Mustangs Plus has been your classic Mustang and Restomod
headquarters since , as one of the top places to buy Mustang parts online. Ford Mustang
Enthusiasts come to us looking to buy top quality Mustang part online. After visiting our store
Mustang lovers find we also have the best selection of Mustang parts, great prices and top
notch service. Mustangs Plus has been in the business for many years, with that we bring a vast
amount of knowledge. We can help with technical information on how to install your classic
Mustang parts. Not all vintage Ford Mustang parts are created equally, for that reason we put
our knowledge to work for you supplying the best Mustang parts. Whether you are looking for
Mustang parts up to Mustang parts, Mustang engine parts , Mustang suspension parts ,
Mustang interior parts , or anything in between use our website to find Mustang parts and
Mustang accessories online, or call us for assistance. Our most popular years are not just
Mustang parts or Mustang parts but Mustang parts and of course Mustang parts as well and
everything up to Printable version. Style Steel Wheels. Product Price Default. Add to Cart. Add
to wish list. Sort by: Part No. Search Advanced search. Sign up for e-mail sales, promotions,
e-newsletters and more! Shifter Bezels Manual Trans. Read more product reviews. Sign in
Register. This site requires JavaScript to function properly. Please enable JavaScript in your
web browser. MP Ebay. MP Facebook. MP YouTube. Let Us Build It! MP Blog. Customer Service.
Sign in Register Forgot password? Wish list. Search for events Special offers Sitemap Products
Map. Order Toll Free: Part No. Add to Cart Add to wish list. Please expect shipping and
customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. Product D.
Similar to the reproduction style chrome lug nut, this replacement style nut is cosmetically
similar looking but more economical. Includes a 5 piece set for View Product Details. Product K
Clean, polish, shine, protect and prolong in one easy step. Extremely easy Make your wheels
look like they just rolled out of the factory with this spray wheel coating. This eliminates the
need for expensive custom paint mixing and greatly simplifies the restoration process by
providing spray-gun Product Product WK Product GN Reproduction valve stem cap for various
GM G-Body vehicles including the Turbo Regal models among others. Manufactured to factory
specifications featuring the correct ribbed shape, and gray color for an Product MN Keep your
wheels secure and looking great with brand new lug nuts. Sold individually. For Right hand

thread see part MN Product CC This innovative product threads directly onto a wheel's valve
stem for a professional way to display wheel specs, options, or pricing. Perfect for car shows or
showrooms! Clip measures 8 cm wide, includes four signposts per Product CPB. Looking for
something to set your wheels apart from the rest? Look no further than this custom valve stem
cap set. Sold as a set of 4. Product VN Product MW This classic design Torq-Thrust D Alloy
wheel from American Racing Wheels, burst on the scene way back in and became the most
famous custom wheel of all time. The one-piece, 5-spoke design is a timeless classic. Get a
Product TW Now you can customize your tires with TredWear raised letters and stripes. These
kits are made of real rubber and bonds permanently to the tires. Adhesive is included and does
not require any special tools, making for an easy Product CP Product CPC. Look no further than
custom valve stem caps. Product CPA. Replace your missing or damaged center cap with an
original Cragar cap or dress up your Cragar wheels with a new set. These long Wilwood wheel
studs are designed for today's thick-centered, high-performance and racing wheels. They are
made from hardened chromoly steel and are black. These are used on Wilwood brake hubs.
Product MD Standard lug nuts for all Mopar models with standard wheels and hub caps. Note:
and earlier models have 10 LH and Product CPD. Once installed, these unique lock will prevent
your caps from being stolen by not allowing the spring Product CPE. For Left hand thread see
part MN Product B. Since its creation by Roy Richter in the s, its iconic style revolutionized the
wheel industry. These unique, timeless wheels Offered by a number of car lines, the Magnum is
one of the all time favorite OEM style wheels in the muscle car world. Product CPF. This wheel
is now back in vogue with muscle car enthusiasts who prefer a custom look, Product E. Product
OER You can proudley display any wheel this sturdy tire rack. Manufactured with a bright
chrome finish, each rack will hold a total of 3 wheels. Place it in plain sight to enhance your
products. Great for any garage and allows This "Magnum " style replacement wheel features a
chrome plated face with black painted slots and Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All
Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Lug nut sets
include: 20 acorn lug nuts, 1 lock set and 4 valve stems. Wheel Cap Lock Set Wheel Display
Storage Rack Chrome. General Information. If you continue to have problems with this form,
please contact us during normal business hours. We know wheels. We can help! I cannot
express my appreciation for the effort and assistance that you provided in regards to this order.
Your dedication to this issue was incredible. I was afraid my order would be fake or never ship.
Well the rims are perfect and the price even better. They see a woman and think they can quote
insanely crazy prices at auto shops. I left you a great BBB review. Thanks again and stay safe :
will order from you again for sure. Large inventory of Ford replacement steel wheels at low
prices Introduced around , steel welded spoke wheels were first installed on vehicles. Advance
to present day and you will find modernized steel wheels on many new vehicles as they come
off the assembly lines. If you need a replacement wheel for your Ford Mustang, we carry an
extensive array of steel wheels at low prices. With over warehouses across the U. They are
original and often unique to that particular vehicle. There will be Original Equipment stampings
on the back of the wheel that is coding for Ford. We have remanufactured factory original
equipment steel wheels for your Ford Mustang, as well as for other makes and models. These
wheels are tested for trueness straight , old paint and finishes removed, straightened and
sanded, if needed, then repainted back to original equipment specifications. They have not been
remanufactured. They are guaranteed to be true straight , and may have minor scuffs or
scratches. Ford used factory wheels are a great alternative to new as they are low mileage, are
OEM wheels so you know they will fit your Ford Mustang, and are priced substantially less than
new factory wheels. Replica steel wheels have been designed and manufactured for us because
some used OEM steel wheels are difficult to find for remanufacturing. They are built and
finished to the original equipment specifications of Ford but replica wheels will not have the
original equipment stampings on the back of them. If your Ford Mustang factory steel wheel is
difficult to find, a Ford Mustang replica wheel could be the answer. Ford Mustang replica steel
wheels are new wheels. They look just like Ford Mustang factory wheels but without Ford logo
and markings. Ford Mustang replica wheels are also a good choice if you are looking for a new
Ford wheel that looks like a Ford factory wheel without the high price of a Ford factory wheel. If
are looking for a completely different set of steel wheels for your Ford Mustang, we highly
advise visiting your Ford dealer to see what wheels will fit your particular offsets and fitments.
This will ensure your new Ford Mustang wheels will fit properly and give you the best
performance. Wheels and Caps carries an extensive selection of Ford Mustang steel wheels at
prices substantially less than new Ford Mustang steel wheels. With warehouses in nearly every
state of the continental United States, finding a replacement steel wheel for your Ford means
less downtime, as the wheels will be shipping from the closest available warehouse, and thanks
to our buying power, at prices you can afford. While not as attractive as alloy wheels, there are

ways to inexpensively dress up your Ford steel wheels, such as adding factory or aftermarket
wheel covers and hubcaps, giving them the look of an aluminum wheel. Adding a great wheel
cover can make it difficult to tell the difference between alloy wheels and steel wheels. Keeping
a set of steel wheels as a spare set makes great snow wheels. And a full-sized steel wheel is an
excellent way to replace the Ford under-sized donut spare. Not to mention the savings over
aluminum wheels! Steel rims can be used in many different instances. Consider replacing the
undersized donut spare your Ford carries. An undersized Ford wheel means you cannot drive a
highway speed limit, you are limited to the miles you can drive, and you have become a hazard
on the road to other drivers. You can also utilize steel wheels for your Ford Mustang in the
winter time. Save your aluminum alloy wheels for summer months and use steel wheels for your
Ford Mustang instead. Steel wheels are also heavier than aluminum alloy wheels, and will add
some weight to help your Ford get through snow drifts and deep slush. If you just want
long-wearing rims that can take a beating year over year, steel wheels might be right for your
Ford Mustang. While they are not as pretty as alloy wheels on your Ford Mustang, with a great
wheel cover they can look almost the same as alloy wheels and still provide you with a durable,
long-lasting wheel. Steel wheels are a great solution for truck wheels where they have to do
heavy duty work. Any truck used for hauling or driving over rough terrain is a good candidate
for steel wheels. When you compare steel wheels to alloy wheels, there is a case to be made for
using either one. However, there are many types of wheel covers that can be used on your Ford
Mustang steel wheel that will give them the appearance of an expensive alloy wheel. One big
advantage Ford steel rims have over aluminum rims is the price. Ford steel wheels, being easier
to manufacture, have a much lower price tag than alloys. Often they are more half the cost than
the cost of Ford aluminum alloy rims. Customer Support is available to help you when you have
questions about Ford steel wheels. You can contact them through the web via email or phone.
While there is no warranty on our steel wheels, if you do receive a Ford steel wheel that is bent,
we will replace the wheel. If your Ford steel wheel is damaged during shipping, return it for a
replacement or a refund. All products, companies, trademarks and registered trademarks are
properties of their respective owners. Manufacturer names, symbols, and descriptions that are
included in any image or text are used exclusively for identification purposes. It is neither
inferred nor implied that products listed are authorized by vehicle manufacturer or is in any way
connected with any vehicle manufacturer. We are OPEN! As long as UPS is open we are also!
Stay safe everyone! Keyword Search. Shop by Vehicle - Select Make -. Shop By Category. Why
buy from WheelsandCaps. Shop by Vehicle. Replacement steel wheel benefits: Less expensive
than Ford Mustang alloy rims. Can withstand punishment of daily driving, allowing for more
resistance against sand, dirt and brake depletion. Heavier than Ford aluminum wheels - a
benefit especially in snowy weather. Great option for off-road vehicles or work trucks. Select
from replica steel wheels, reconditioned factory steel wheels or used OEM steel wheels for your
Ford Mustang. Page Size: 10 20 30 40 Differences between Ford Steel Wheels and Ford Alloy
Wheels When you compare steel wheels to alloy wheels, there is a case to be made for using
either one. You can also follow us on:. We Proudly Accept:. We know wheels. We can help! I
cannot express my appreciation for the effort and assistance that you provided in regards to
this order. Your dedication to this issue was incredible. I was afraid my order would be fake or
never ship. Well the rims are perfect and the price even better. They see a woman and think they
can quote insanely crazy prices at auto shops. I left you a great BBB review. Thanks again and
stay safe : will order from you again for sure. Ford OEM steel rims, replica steel rims and used
steel rims at low prices Wheels and Caps carries an extensive inventory of remanufactured Ford
factory OEM steel rims, replica steel wheels and used factory steel wheels at low prices.
Inventory is located at over warehouses across the United States, which means quicker
turnaround and less travel time of your order. This translates to less downtime for you and your
Ford Mustang. Ford Mustang Aluminum Alloy 14x5. They are original equipment to your vehicle
and designed for your Ford Mustang. Factory steel wheels cost far less to manufacture than
aluminum wheels, which makes them the accessory of choice for many auto manufacturers. Not
only do we carry replacement factory OEM steel rims, but you will also find steel rim
accessories like hubcaps, wheel covers and chrome wheel skins to add eye-appeal to your Ford
Mustang steel rims. To dress up steel rims, wheel covers and hubcaps are utilized to cover the
face of the steel rim, making the rims more appealing, and giving them the look of aluminum
rims. Other products that we carry, like chrome wheel skins, also dress up your Ford steel rims
for much less than purchasing a new set of aluminum rims. Wheel skins press easily on to the
face of the rim and give your Ford steel rims an entirely new appearance. Used factory OEM
steel rims make a great alternative to purchasing a new factory OEM steel rim or even a factory
remanufactured steel rim for your Ford Mustang. Used steel rims have been spun to ensure they
are straight and true. They are a good rim but may have some minor cosmetic damage such as

scuffs or scratches. They are far less expensive than a new Ford Mustang rim and will even
save you over remanufactured rims. Having a difficult time finding a replacement factory steel
rim for your Ford Mustang? Consider purchasing a replica steel rim instead. Replica steel rims
are wheels that have been manufactured for us because the factory wheels are difficult to find
for remanufacturing. Ford replica steel rims are similar to Ford factory steel rims in every
respect, except they will not have the original equipment stampings on the back of the rim. Steel
rims for your Ford Mustang have many benefits. They are a heavier, more durable rim, which
makes them excellent to drive on in areas that receive a lot of snow. They will add weight which
will help your Ford Mustang drive through heavy snow and slush. Utilizing a full-size steel rim
as a spare replaces the unsafe donut spare your Ford Mustang may already carry. Driving on a
full-sized spare is much safer as you can drive your Ford Mustang at road speed, and it will be
the same size as the other three wheels. The donut spare is not the same size and cannot be
driven on at the normal road speeds on highways. Off-roading has become a very popular sport
over the last several years. Steel rims are a great accessory for these types of vehicles, as well
as heavier work trucks. They are more durable than aluminum rims for off road vehicles or work
trucks and can handle the abuse better than alloy rims. In winter time, aluminum rims are very
prone to the effects of road salts, and they are not very heavy. Ford Mustang steel rims are
much heavier and can plow through snow much easier. There are many differences between
steel rim and aluminum alloy rims. Aluminum alloy rims for your Ford Mustang, for instance,
come in a wide variety of styles and finishes. Ford Mustang steel rims are more limited in their
appearances and usually come black, although there are some in the industry that are chrome
or silver. Ford aluminum alloy rims are lighter-weight while Ford steel rims are much heavier. If
you are looking for a cost savings, then steel rims are what you need for your Ford Mustang.
Ford Mustang aluminum alloy rims are much more expensive and can cost several hundred
dollars to several thousand dollars per rim. Ford steel rims also make excellent snow rims. Our
Customer Support team has extensive experience in the automotive industry, and will answer
your questions quickly and thoroughly. The only warranty a replica, remanufactured or used
steel wheel carries is that it is warrantied to be straight. We will be happy to replace it if you
receive a bent steel remanufactured wheel. Customer Support can be reached through the
website. Hours of operation are Monday through Friday, 9 a. If we receive your question after 5
p. All products, companies, trademarks and registered trademarks are properties of their
respective owners. Manufacturer names, symbols, and descriptions that are included in any
image or text are used exclusively for identification purposes. It is neither inferred nor implied
that products listed are authorized by vehicle manufacturer or is in any way connected with any
vehicle manufacturer. We are OPEN! As long as UPS
ford explorer 2006
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is open we are also! Stay safe everyone! Keyword Search. Shop by Vehicle - Select Make -.
Shop By Category. Why buy from WheelsandCaps. Shop by Vehicle. Benefits of steel rims: Low
Prices â€” less than dealer. In particular, used steel rims are a great buy. Heavy and durable for
Ford vehicles subjected to inclement weather, tough terrain or heavy loads. Longer lasting and
less expensive than Ford aluminum wheels. Reconditioned factory steel wheels, replica steel
wheels and used steel wheels available for most Ford Mustang models. Get the right part for
your Ford Mustang vehicle! Page Size: 10 20 30 40 Ford Mustang Steel Rim Accessories Not
only do we carry replacement factory OEM steel rims, but you will also find steel rim
accessories like hubcaps, wheel covers and chrome wheel skins to add eye-appeal to your Ford
Mustang steel rims. Steel Rims vs. Aluminum Alloy Rims There are many differences between
steel rim and aluminum alloy rims. You can also follow us on:. We Proudly Accept:.

